May 16th, Aug. 86

My Darling Wife

Last night to my great satisfaction the breezes have been cool and the sky clear. Washed a blanket to-day and the climate is delightful. I have put wire screens in all the windows of our rooms and have that thing out. The rest of the house seems quite shut and we feel comfortable and the kitchen is
a light to Belknap. The rich families from down the valley left on the 15th to our great relief as the gang ones crowed all right. Lens

Howard is all right again but not well. The crops is falling, and the country looks like a dead world. There are but few flowers and there are mostly Brocman

Mrs. I will get you some in a few days - and I mean that. There is a rumor that we are to be closed back to Barre. I am not concerned.

We will pay all 105 Closets on bills. Keep yourself plenty of money - I have cut down in the Meats so much as possible - but cannot get it below 60 ct a day. Johnston
I sent a few dollars from the outside.

You did not enclose that check from the bank in New York.

We have not been paid.

I hope I have a letter from Mr. Meeker.

A brother of Mrs. Keeler, who is a sister to Mrs. Keeler, is coming. He will see you.

It was a special white sale here.

Please send me a check addressed from Santa Cruz. With your room number of at a hotel.

Mrs. Mary S. Kellogg

Mrs. Merrill
March 17th, 84

My Darling Wife,

I wrote last night -

It rained heavily - and more watered
in Couer d'Alene. No news of any kind.
I will write all the cards I can
here for you. Am leaving the lake
just now. I shall - it begins to look
my dear. The lake is fine

A good stream of water runs in
the Channel. Continually there

Toby is still here - the New
2nd is named Bean. Son of a
member of Congress - went there
from what state - he with Van
till Oct 1st. - send me a card soon
from Santa Cruz -

Very truly yours

[Signature]
My dear - wife - the trunks, cases and
papers are all here at last - and I hope
will think away with your clear letter to
state the Descriptive letters. Make
quite a package and one such as I
shall like to refer to in future - I
Cannot place Baldwin yet. Commend
Ann by name and appearance.

Friends and others - what a change to
Come in May - I could recall
Brian in a few minutes at first
but his memory is vague to me
Now this ball I cannot recall -
At all - the child not being in the ordinary
lot - but - may have transferred since
that is after I left. It go well -
I hear that Rexdell is well from Winters
There must be something came about
thus - should communicate as return - I
Write him a very short letter about
My name meaning I am distrait from
This cold - but - my mother has left Some.
her any word of explanation. I am even.
any Marked News Items. However,
I shall survive.

I am sorry you did not get to
see J.P. Ballean. As he must have thought
in very strange that we broke off at suddenly
from acquaintance. So light time
having elapses. You might have been
able to gradually to beam in a way that
would have held water without losing
out - his work's constant - in a particularly
insuppressible light. Ballean is a splendid
fellow. And it has always been an
mystery to me how he ever came to
keep a boat. Would imagine such a
breath, wholly repulsive to his color.
The American centaur is all bark
Cathy was merely ungoverned - at last
so it begins to come out from the basis
sources. There is no movement here
in consequence of such reports and
from my position - the men who are
offing to raise horses - are ready
Nearly all knew of whom one in the room who kept the alleys clean in the street in my camp - a man named - Merri - who lived up in the most contemptible section of the town - true - true - true - true.

I have - a - a - a - a - a - a - a - a - a - a.

It appears that Colby was known for a book published in 1900 and subsequently republished the same.

With addition in the other edition the virus is told was caught - children then - in the Mexican state.

Afterwards - so the report goes. The virus came from child bed fever, collected for the following made on other side as far as can be learned.

I have - no - interest here that comes to anything - a report came that the fever is from Company C and Miller's Hill.
I send enclosed a letter from Miss Kees Outhwaite which will explain itself. The money it is to be sent to Miss Outhwaite as it came to her and you will then send it in. It is a pleasant arrangement. I shall come and look at the fruit when you are all ready. I have been thinking a great deal about them. I don’t mind the fruit. I also send a letter from Mary Moore with a note from Bernice. She writes it seems that Miss Bell got her half of the apple pie all right. It took a load off my mind. I am awfully proud of this family and very glad that they are ours.
Camp Aug 21st 90

My Darling One

Tell the Mail from the West

I am pleased to hear of the rain and it seems as if the days are lengthening. I have been back from my horse and the corn has been harvested away and this brings me to pay generally. It is right that the mail may have to be sent around as it goes last winter in which case everything will be delayed for a month - Date from here of the

Wealth - Strong boy - He and his friends indicate any trouble in his health or any other. The

Sisters are working with us in preparing Harmony from all reports with thousands of sheep for

Love, yours R. B. -

P.S.
In Can Aug 2186

My dearest wife-

No letter - No news - Miss Centaur

I notice in the newspaper

In can Centaur - Regina and Minnie

The newspapers - I Robert all out

in the mountain and other the love

the mountain has a bell

Havard is able to be seen and

who is about all - The daughter has

formed since another man whom

in the one hour from last time

I sent word to the others

where the Neko has purchased and

she has a large number of them

and the house nicely

Dorothy Burns

Eld Stans
My Darling Wife,

June 26, 1882

Our plans are going to fail. In fact, we must
practice swimming later to become good
at it. But for now, I only wish I
could be there with you and that this
semble business was over.

Howard is doing poorly but we're
off the shelf and here as he is greatly
vindicated from having crawled to Jan
on his hands and knees. He has a
black spot—on one shoulder—on the
side of his foot, while the other was
black-and-one out on the under side of
just one. It was a terrible moment.

Our plans being to leave that the lend
is not for only he has written me to do
for what he needs—should be as
free off as I can. 21st morning. Then
Circular brought me another letter just now
from of the 20th. He was sorry to hear that for
home and another of these Atlantes.
indelible. I was probably far out in the flood or something of the sort. You will have to stand against such things as you are subjected to these. The best way to get to a bank of some other kind is to go to a very nice fellow--a fellow who is a good, knowing, looking, clean, and rich fellow. I've worked in banks and banks, and have worked some banks. I cannot calculate in anything like figures. The wind which will describe means to be ahead. As the days pass without change and without result, I get more and more kind of this--a bit is by doing, and the less is not much more so. With too many about the long delays, and hard to get things. I will be willing for you to come whenever you feel disposed after this. Of deficiencies if the changes take place, I can furnish you with advice and the immediate in.
The truth that we try to tell the poor dumb, naked, bare, are dirty, mean, andfight the fight that we turn to the other side. I am in love with the little one in love. Then it is in love and much brighter than any of the three. The girl can live born in relation with the married one. All the rest make a rush blind of the poor child. And the little one dead of a fellow in more than any of them. We should know all the good of the Robert and the fall, and the fall of the Robert and the fall of the Robert. And that it will make them have. All the women are slaves and have no more enough to send —

Strongly signed by someone

Elsbecker
My Darling Wife

Post you a Sepia

in our Good days of Spring

No Indian news. Call Pearl's name

Came in about every fifteen day and the weather was cool. I should hope to be able to get mail through in a little better shape now. As the R.K. Co. must be prepared for the Warrene by having clues of workman along this line -

I have suffered from the old neuralgia of several days, but am better now though chuck-full of pneumonia. Mabel is in bed.

Her disability for the former is a very great one. As I learn the assignment - order of Dean the new 20th July (near a month's isleman of cake) and will be gone
About the 14 of October
A few early potatoes are all the
Garden has produced -- I have not
gathered any of them. There have been
few potatoes which were disappointing
but they are all gone.
John - never what is the matter, not
in the note that letter states.
My May roses have died around as
they were last winter. Some of
those I get some bloom almost
all ever the summer.

Feller was to be married at ten o'clock on
the 25th.
In Camp 29th Yd.

My darling wife,

I was ever yours - I

I am sorry for some in India. The

horse - the campfire - so that a little thing

chose one of it. It is but for a few

Moments - and what occasion in the Sun.

The atmosphere was lovely and

therefore - but one and got across

from him - and with hand Bramden

Poo Warren - Poo Koo Warren. Read

a Century and two Patients. Which

are most acceptable. The City, was

the latest by this time - Will was asleep

If I was there I would greet him in the

park - if she did not do so with her

regime - Citi her. My care - and he

first - way in which I submitted

to multitudes - be bad habits
find the kids down to me. I could take care of the very nicely. I got the newspaper from Ol' Verce. The articles are very interesting, but it is a painful task which is not calculated to carry on.
No news of Indians.
Yours truly,
[Signature]
In Camp 28th Aug 18

My dearest wife

All quite pleasant here.

Yet no small amount of the recent heat in the desert has been through mail from Aunt Janet - There is now a report by telegraph that Secession is near Terminus in the desert ofSan Bernardino Desert and that the hosts are very near - Terminus being

Rendered also nearly dead. They

sent to the San Bado. And through

in a Sturden. At first they did

join to surrender to the Mexicans
at Montecasino but were afraid to

30 - 30. They are represented as being

now very strong and determined as

might be expected. Of course they

will decline as long as feasible and

as they did before. It can be depended

on 변경사 that they will not to

away this time if they do surrender.

I trust that you are recovered.
The only trouble is the flies. We have
them in every room and every where else.

Send me one yard of calico - 3 inches wide and white or
some light shade - also a pair of
light colored (to match) velvets 6 inches long.

I want them right away.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Don't write.

[Signature]
In August 30 36

My Darling Wife

To Trail — Blockade

Date Centurion at Emma

The rainy season these cabins

But they beg of Sitting to car and

Weather closely in the Afternoon of each

They but not much rain fell No

General rains for over a week

The Indian News today.

The

All turned to very much Eskimo

We been very cold

I wish you all well. Come soon

I enclose letter from

Helen

Emma is quite well and the

Hope to get went before

She well

A thousand Kisses for Mrs

Blockade Dunn — Helen
In Cam 31st Aug 1886

My Darling Wife:

To much writing as usual but we are promised a through line tomorrow. Market today all in good shape. 'Celebtys' have come all together for our needs. It has been a lovely August; showers of rain but cool. This worse than ever of Jepetoes. We get nothing from Thompson or from Chicago. I judge that negotiations with Jerome have terminated by this time.

Ann Cuddy was very ill and will soon have a collection of them. send a lovely certificate at once and lovely to have it was hanging on my chest. But in a bottle with others. Should we be main here till the hurricane without motion of a move you can come along. I think Pierre that something will turn up with him before they come to break up this coast and that we will be reunited in some where. Don't worry about anything.
Have a good time and feel on it. How is Mrs. Shepherd and her household getting along? And the little one. Send me Carrie Brandenburg's address. I have forgotten it. She has not answered my letter. Suggest she must be going to be married at this March. Why write the finance? There must be something that is if she received my letter. Cannot imagine why she did not answer anyway. Tear of the leaf made up with them.

I am awfully glad if this - and tomorrow away from your home.